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More and more regulations are being passed that dictate 
increased effort be exerted to better secure and protect the 
accuracy and privacy of enterprise data. And because this 

data typically is housed within a database, DB2 database 
administrators and technicians are being asked to comply  
with these regulations.
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IN THIS AGE OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION, REGULATORY COMPLIANCE HAS BECOME A CRITICAL  
ASPECT OF THE IT LANDSCAPE. AND NOWHERE IS IT MORE CRUCIAL THAN WITHIN THE REALM OF 
DATABASE MANAGEMENT.
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THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

What regulations you ask? Well, there are many, so let’s just talk about a couple of the high visibility regulations. Unless you have been 
living under a rock you’ve at least heard about the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX). The goal of SOX is to regulate corporations in order to 
reduce fraud and conflicts of interest, to improve disclosure and financial reporting, and to strengthen confidence in public accounting. 
Section 404 of this act, the one giving IT shops fits, specifies that the CFO must do more than simply vow that the company’s finances 
are accurate; he or she must guarantee the processes used to add up the numbers. Those processes are typically computer programs 
that access data in a database, and DBAs create and manage that data as well as many of those processes.

Consider also the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, more commonly referred to simply as HIPAA. This legislation 
contains language specifying that health care providers must protect individual’s health care information even going so far as to 
state that the provider must be able to document everyone who even so much as looked at their information. Think about that? 
Could you produce a list of everyone who looked at a specific row or set of rows in any database under your control?

And then there is PCI DSS, which stands for Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standard (DSS). It was developed by the 
major credit card companies to help prevent credit card fraud, hacking and other security issues. A company processing, storing, or 
transmitting credit card numbers must be PCI DSS compliant or they risk losing the ability to process credit card payments. Given 
the availability and volume concerns of payment card transactions this information is typically stored in an enterprise database.

One final example: organizations that do business in the European Union must be in compliance with the General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) 2016/679. This regulation is designed to strengthen and unify data protection for individuals within the European 
Union, but it also focuses on the export of data (or even accessing the data) outside the EU. The objective of GDPR is to return 
control of personal data back to the individual. The regulation was adopted in April 2016 and enforcement of the standard began 
May 25, 2018. It is important because a single set of rules now applies to all members of the EU. GDPR imposes many new 
responsibilities upon any organization conducting business within the EU or with any EU member state. This includes data retention 
requirements, data privacy rules and penalties for being out of compliance.

Being able to track who did what to which piece of data—and 
when they did it—is important.

...studies have shown that internal threats comprise 60 percent to 
80 percent of all security threats.

THE IMPACT ON DBA

So DBAs have expanding requirements for assuring that databases are protected such that only properly authorized entities have 
access to only the specific data they need in order to do their jobs – and to be able to prove this.

Being able to track who did what to which piece of data - and when they did it - is important because there are many threats to 
the security of your data. External agents trying to compromise your security and access your company data are rightly viewed 
as a threat to security. But industry studies have shown that the majority of security threats are internal – within your 
organization. Indeed, some studies have shown that internal threats comprise 60 percent to 80 percent of all security threats. 
The most typical security threat comes from a disgruntled or malevolent current or ex-employee that has valid access to the 
DBMS. Auditing is crucial because you may need to find an unauthorized access emanating from an authorized user.

One significant form of auditing is privileged user auditing. DBAs are an example of privileged users because they have advanced 
access to database structures and data. Therefore, it is important to be able to track what they do. Of course, this is just one 
type of database auditing that should be implemented. Specific types of data, with specific auditing requirements for compliance, 
require different tactics.
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TACTICS FOR COMPLIANCE

So how can organizations ensure they are in compliance with these regulations (and others)? Data access auditing, sometimes 
simply called database auditing, can be enabled to track the use of database resources and authority. When auditing is enabled, 
each audited database operation produces an audit trail of information. The audit trail will show which database objects were 
impacted, what the operation was, who performed the operation, and when it occurred. This comprehensive audit trail of 
database operations produced can be maintained over time to allow DBAs and auditors, as well as any authorized personnel to 
perform in-depth analysis of access and modification patterns against data in the DBMS.

“Sounds good,” you might say. “Let’s turn it on!” Well, don’t be so quick there. As with any technology there are multiple 
considerations that you need to understand and deliberate upon before you move forward.

Of course, before you do anything, you will need to classify your data and match each data element against the regulations that 
apply to your organization. To be able to accomplish this feat requires input from subject matter experts (business folks), legal 
experts (corporate counsel), and information technology (data architects and DBAs). And the output will differ for every 
organization because of the many variations in terms of technical database implementations and the different regulations that 
apply to each business.

After you have armed yourself with your compliance roadmap you will then need to determine what level of data access auditing 
is required. But it is not as simple as this. You will need to compile a list of the types of questions that you want your data access 
auditing solution to be able to answer. A good database access auditing solution should be able to provide answers to at least the 
following questions:

1. Who accessed the data?

2. At what date and time was the access?

3. What program or client software was used to access the data?

4. From what location was the request issued?

5. What SQL was issued to access the data?

6. Was the request successful, and if so, how many rows of data were retrieved?

7. If the request was a modification, what data was changed? (A before and after image of the change should be accessible)

Of course, there are numerous details behind each of these questions. A robust auditing solution should provide an independent 
mechanism for the long-term storage and access of audit details. The solution should offer the canned queries for the most 
common types of queries, but the audit information should be accessible using industry standard query tools to make it easier 
for auditors to customize queries as necessary.

Additionally, you will need to consider any additional type of database auditing you want to accomplish. A common need is to be 
able to track SYSADM accesses. As DB2 professionals know, users with SYSADM authority (usually DBAs) have carte blanche 
access to the DB2 subsystem and all of its data. Of course, DBAs are trusted agents and most will not abuse the overarching 
security access granted to them. But a data access auditing solution can verify that by tracking all SYSADM accesses, which will 
make both your DBAs and your internal auditors happy. The DBA gets to keep the SYSADM authority thereby allowing the DBA to 
perform his or her job – and the auditor gets to monitor the DBAs activities to ensure that the DBA is being above board.

4 DATA ACCESS AUDITING TECHNIQUES TO HELP MAINTAIN COMPLIANCE

So far, so good, but let’s dive down to another level of detail and examine how data access auditing solutions produce detailed 
audit trails. There are several popular techniques that can be deployed so we’ll briefly discuss four techniques and highlight their 
pros and cons.

The first technique is trace-based auditing. This technique is usually built directly into the native capabilities of the DBMS. 
Commands or parameters are set to turn on auditing and the DBMS begins to cut trace records when activity occurs against 
audited objects. Although each DBMS offers different auditing capabilities, some common items that can be audited by DBMS 
audit facilities include:

• Login and logoff attempts (both successful and unsuccessful attempts)

• Database server restarts

• Commands issued by users with system administrator privileges
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• Attempted integrity violations (where changed or inserted data does not match a referential, unique, or check constraint)

• SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE operations

• Stored procedure executions

• Unsuccessful attempts to access a database or a table (authorization failures)

• Changes to system catalog tables

• Row-level operations

The problems with this technique include a high potential for performance degradation when audit tracing is enabled, the need 
to modify the database schema to turn on auditing, and insufficient granularity of audit control - especially for reads.

Another technique is to scan and parse the database transaction logs. Every DBMS uses transaction logs to capture every 
database modification for recovery purposes. Software exists that interprets these logs and identifies what data was changed 
and by which users. The drawbacks to this technique include the fact that reads are not captured on the logs. Additionally, there 
are ways to disable logging that will cause modifications to be lost. There may be performance issues from scanning voluminous 
log files looking for only specific information to audit. And lastly there is the difficulty of retaining logs over long periods for 
auditing when they were designed for short-term retention for database recovery.

The third technique is to sniff packets for database requests as they cross the network. By capturing the SQL statements as they 
cross the network an audit trail of all database requests that go over the network can be produced. Of course, the problem here 
is that not every request goes across the network. For example, a DB2-CICS application where all of the work is mainframe-
resident does not require TCP/IP and therefore this work will not be captured. The same thing goes for SPUFI requests or for any 
DBA work done right on the server.

The fourth data access auditing technique is proactive monitoring of operations at the database server level. This technique 
captures all SQL requests as they are made. It is important that all SQL access is audited, not just network calls, because not 
every SQL request goes over the network. Proactive audit monitoring does not require transaction logs, does not require 
database schema modification, and will be highly granular in terms of specifying what to audit.

BMC AMI DEFENDER FOR DB2 AND IMS

There are several effective data access auditing solutions on the market today, but only a few with viable support for mainframe 
DB2 database auditing. One vendor I have familiarity with is BMC, which offers database security auditing software for both DB2 
and IMS.

BMC's solutions for data access auditing fall under the BMC AMI Defender product name and both offerings provide for 
privileged user monitoring, and auditing of data set utilities, statements, console commands, object accesses and other database 
activity in DB2 and IMS. For more information on BMC AMI for Security products, please visit www.bmc.com/ami-security

SYNOPSIS

Organizations and DBAs are being asked to more closely protect corporate data in their databases and to monitor who does 
what to which data when. Data access auditing solutions can help organizations to meet this growing compliance requirement.
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http://www.bmc.com/ami-security


BMC delivers software solutions that help IT transform digital enterprises for the ultimate competitive business 
advantage. We have worked with thousands of leading companies to create and deliver powerful IT management 
services. From mainframe to cloud to mobile, we pair high-speed digital innovation with robust IT industrialization—
allowing our customers to provide amazing user experiences with optimized IT performance, cost, compliance, and 
productivity. We believe that technology is the heart of every business, and that IT drives business to the digital age.

BMC – Bring IT to Life.

BMC, BMC Software, the BMC logo, and the BMC Software logo are the exclusive properties of BMC Software Inc., are registered or pending registration with the U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office, and may be registered or pending registration in other countries. All other BMC trademarks, service marks, and logos may be registered 
or pending registration in the U.S. or in other countries. All other trademarks or registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. © Copyright 2019 
BMC Software, Inc.

About BMC
BMC helps customers run and reinvent their businesses with open, scalable, and modular solutions to complex IT problems. Bringing 
both unmatched experience in optimization and limitless passion for innovation to technologies from mainframe to mobile to cloud 
and beyond, BMC helps more than 10,000 customers worldwide reinvent, grow, and build for the future success of their enterprises. 

www.bmc.com
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To learn more about BMC AMI for Security solutions, 
please visit bmc.com/ami-security
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